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INTRODUCTION

 Day after day Mobile Internet(MI) continue to

grow (in Japan and the rest of the world);

 SMS and entertainment has experienced rapid

growth in almost every country in the world;

 Japan has experienced substantial growth in more

advanced applications (ex. mobile marketing, and

enterprise applications in the mobile Internet, sale of

physical products and services, etc.);

 Since 1999, service providers in Japan modified

Internet mail for the small screens making possible

to send mail from a PC to a phone for free using

“push-based Internet mail”;



INTRODUCTION (…)

 In Japan 33% of firms have introduced systems

that enable employees to access their mail on

mobile phone and 15% of the firms use mobile

phone to access corporate data;

Item Japan Korea Scandinavia US Europe

Phone 1999 38% 50% 55% 29% 39%

Penetration 2001 53% 68% 76% 44% 79%

Digital standard PDC CDMA CDMA GSM CDMA, TDMA, GSM GSM

Roaming revenues <1% <1% 10% 11.4% 10%

Corporate users 10% 30%–40%

PC internet penetration 

(1999)
21% 27% 41% 42% 19%



RESEARCH PROBLEM & OBJECTIVES

 Problem

 MI is having tremendous impact in Japan, Korea and

on a vast number of industries that goes well beyond

the telecommunication industry just as the PC

Internet has had before. However, there is a

difference regarding the introduction of such

technology when compare Japan & Korea with other

western industries. The Question is: Why Japan and

Korea are more advanced in the use of MI compared

to the Western world?



RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

 Case study approach was used. He used research
methods such as interviews, document analysis
(published information and books).

 For example:

 Between 2000 and 2004 - more than 100 participants were
interviewed in the Japanese mobile Internet and more
than 25 outside of Japan.

 2000 and 2001 – assessed more than 50 presentations at
conferences

 2004 and 2005 - investigated the most successful mobile
Internet services in the US (Cingular, Sprint, Verizon) and
Europe (Vodafone, T-Mobile, Orange, Hutchison Telecom)
via their English home pages

 2004 and 2005 - five of the US and Europe service
providers were interviewed



THREE CONCEPTS DESCRIBING MOBILE

INTERNET



KEY CONCEPTS

 Critical Mass
 There must be a sufficient number of users (critical mass)

for them to obtain value from the product either in terms of
direct usage (e.g., telephone) or in terms of promoting the
existence of complementary products such as software and
content;

 Network Effect
 The value of the product increases as the number of users

also increase;

 Network effects require a critical mass of users to exist
before the startup problem is solved;

 Mental Models
 Are considered shared beliefs or values, based on historical

experience as opposed to current knowledge of the
environment and often prevent the development of new
business models or new perceptions of foreign markets.



THE STARTUP PROBLEM

First startup problem

 Japan and Korea

 Service providers solved by allowing users (normal)

to purchased content(e.g., ringing tones, screen

savers) using mobile phone;

 The users received bills via phone;

 The service providers pass on about 90% of the

revenues to content providers;

 Service providers have dictated phone specifications

to the phone manufacturers (i.e., differences in

standard setting) as part of having phones

customized for their services;



THE STARTUP PROBLEM (…)

First startup problem

 Western countries (US, EUROPE, others)

 Service providers were slow to introduce micro-
payment systems and entertainment content due to
their initial focus on business users;

 Slow to obtain phones that display entertainment
and other content in a consistent manner;

 They have historically depended on general purpose
phones that are not customized for service providers;

 Phone manufacturers were unable to agree on
content and other standards (this caused some
providers in late 2002 to create their own standards
and order custom phones that work with their mobile
internet services)



THE STARTUP PROBLEM (…)

Second startup problem

 Japan and Korea

 Service providers solved by providing the ability to
access internet sites via a URL;

 The push-based internet mail has created a second
critical mass of users, and led to the largest economic
benefits to Japan;

 By the end of that 1999 the number of nonofficial i-
mode sites were more than 10 times as many general
Internet sites formatted for the mobile phone;

 Traffic to internet sites also rose from one-fourth the
total traffic at the end of 1999 to more than 50% by
September 2000 and it continues to grow faster than
that of the official sites official i-mode sites;



THE STARTUP PROBLEM (…)

Second startup problem

 Examples
 Restaurants have created sites and mail services where they send mail containing a

site link from their PCs to registered users or employees via an embedded URL;

 Millions of Japanese have registered for mail services that send them information on
thousands of different subjects;

 Retail outlets sending discount coupons via electronic mail to registered users mobile
phones;

 Link mobile mail and point of sale (POS) databases;

 Integrate mobile and POS information systems and use phones as mileage/point cards
via several methods including smart cards embedded in phones;

 firms use push-based mobile Internet mail to communicate with their employees and
it is estimated that 33% and 15% of firms have introduced systems that enable their
employees to access their PC mail and corporate data respectively on their phones;



THE STARTUP PROBLEM (…)

Second startup problem

 Western countries (US, EUROPE, others)
 The market power and mental models discourage the

providers from introducing and promoting push-based
internet mail and access to general internet sites via URL;

 Their believed that the rapid growth of mobile internet in
the Japan is due to “cultural” factors such as low PC based
Internet usage and different methods of commuting;

 Vodafone for example introduced Vodafone Live! in late
2002 and this service had obtained more than 15 million
subscribers outside of Japan (almost 30 million in total) by
the end of 2004, or more than 10% of its total subscribers
outside of Japan. These and other services in the UK were
recording more than one billion page impressions per
month at the end of 2004.



BARRIERS TO EXPAND SERVICES IN THE

WEST

 Mental Model

 Service providers are still learning how to set mobile
Internet standards

 Mobile manufacturers are still learning how to
customize phones for the service providers.

 The large service providers are in some way trying to
return to the wireline days of the 1970s when they
determined all the specifications in the system, had
the strongest brands, and the manufacturers merely
followed their orders;

 The manufactures like nokia, etc. are resisting the
changes;

 Phone manufacturers are more likely to customize
phones for large than small service providers;



BARRIERS TO EXPAND SERVICES IN THE

WEST (…)

 Revenue sharing

 Few US and European service providers give more

than 50% of the revenues to content providers (while

Japanese and Korean give more than 80%);

 Cost of services

 The high prices and profits from SMS have been a

barrier to the implementation of push-based internet

mail and the promotion of access to general internet

sites via the input of a URL (0.01$ in Japan and paid

by the receiver).



CONCLUSION

 This paper has described the evolution of the

mobile Internet in terms of three concepts:

 The startup problem

 Entertainment content, its consistent display across

phones, and a micro-payment system supported the

emergence of a critical mass of users;

 The existence of inexpensive “push-based Internet mail”

and of non-entertainment sites that are formatted for the

small screen of the phone and easily accessed via URLs

 Standard setting

 Discussions with phone manufactures in customizing the

mobile phones to support the services

 Mental models

 The revenue sharing, the cost of services, etc.



CONCLUSION

 Japanese and Korean service providers quickly

copied the i-mode approach due to their ability to

obtain custom phones and their perceived

cultural affinity with the Japanese market;

 Mobile Internet was a form of “architectural”

innovation that required stronger;

 The greater control over the phone specifications

by the Japanese and Korean service providers

enabled them to more effectively provide this

coordination than the Western standard setting

bodies were able to do.



CONCLUSION

 The greater ability of large service providers to

obtain custom phones easier than small service

providers enables them to resist:

 introducing a more “open” policy in the form of higher

revenue sharing,

 inexpensive push-based Internet mail services, and

 greater promotion of site access via the input of a

URL or bookmark.

 Even if small service providers offer a more

“open” policy, large service providers uses their

advantages in obtaining custom phones to resist

becoming more “open.”
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